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Friday Noon Mass

Pep Parade, Rally Tomorrow

Honors Patroness

A record number of float
entries are scheduled to roll
in tomorrow night's Pep Parade. Adding further to
team spirit, free cheer, root
beer will be poured, according to Beaver Drake and
Ken Crowder, co-chairmen
of the event.

A special Mass will be celebrated Friday to commemorate the feast of the Immaculate Conception. The feast
actually is Saturday, but in order that there might be a
unified student expression of honor and praise, the Mass
is being celebrated at noon on Friday in the student
lounge.
Fr. John J. Kelley, S.J., executive vice-president, will be the
celebrant, and Fr. Gordon E. Toner, S.J., student chaplain, will
deliver the sermon.
Features at the Mass will be a special altar for the occasion,
with the S.U. double quartet singing during the Mass. Also featured will be an honor guard composed of S.U. club officers.

THE FLOAT PARADE will
start at 7:40 p.m. from 11th
Aye., north to Pine, west to
Broadway and continue north
to Dick's. Entries must be lined
up by 7 p.m., when the judging
OUR LADY OF the Immaculate Conception is the primary of the floats will take place. Ken
patroness of S.U. and also patroness of S.U.s Sodality.
Crowder will direct the line-up.
The pep rally will stare at 8
p.m. at Dick's. Bob Hardwick,
XVI disc jockey, as master of
ceremonies, will introduce the
varsity song leaders, Sally
Bauerlein, Sharon Aymami, Susan Gallagher, Diane Gooch,
Charleen Romero and Judee
S.U. has scheduled its seventh annual European Schmidt; the basketball team
Coach Vince Cazzetta; and
Tour for this summer. The tour, leaving Seattle by jet and
special guest Rod Belcher,
throughout
France,
Portugal,
Spain,
June 14, will travel
KING sportscaster.
Italy, Germany, Austria,
A BASKETBALL SKIT will
Liechtenstein, Switzerland sand dollars life and accident
Beaver Drake, Mary
feature
insurance
is
also
included
in
and Denmark on its 49-day
KathyFlynn,
Susie BowGreen,
the price.
itinerary.
man, Terry Kunz and three
Fr. James P. Goodwin, S.J.,
OPTIONAL SIDE excursions helpers. Yellleaders Gary Capp,
head of S.U.s sociology depart- from the basic tour will beavail- Tom Stamnes, Jeff Myers, Bob
ment, will act as tour leader. ab1 c for an additional $35. DeLay and Dave Butler, and
Patrick Martin, director of S.U. Among these are a gondola ser- frosh songleaders Camilla Burevening classes, will assist Fr. enade in Venice and a trip to nett, Jane Grafton, Candi Fennell and Diane Bourque will also
Goodwin.
Capri.
may
be perform.
Further information
HIGHLIGHTS OF the trip will obtained
The rally will conclude with a
from Fr. Goodwin or
include a full-day excursion to Mary North Travel Services, presentation of the Homecoming
Fatima and Toledo; a day of leiCourt: Queen candidates, Trish
sure at Lourdes,and a trip along Inc.
the Riviera. Also scheduled are
visits to St. Peter's Basilica, the
Sistine Chapel and the Coliseum in Rome. After sightseeing
in Pompeii, Florence and Veate approved Jim Bradley's apBy MIKE PARKS
nice, and trips through West
of John Fattorini to
pointment
The most controversial piece fill the vacant junior senateseat.
and East Berlin, the tour will
conclude with a five-day stop in of legislation to come before the Fattorini was sworn in by Jusstudent senate this year was fin- tice Joan Berry of the Judicial
Paris.
meeting
Arrangements are also being ally acted upon at its call vote Board.
By
last
a
roll
Sunday.
made for an audience with Pope of 12-8,
the senate voted an apTIM SULLIVAN, author
John XXIII in Rome.
propriation
of $300 to the Model of SEN.
$1,647,
the MUN bill which had origThe cost of the tour,
Nations Club.
inally asked $988.80, opened diswill cover transportation, meals, United
In other major action, the sen- cussion by introducing an
hotels, taxes and tips. Five-thouamendment reducing the request
to $300. He explained that this
reduction was made possible by
an offer from the Very Rev. A.
A. Lemieux, S.J., president of
9
S.U., to match, from University
funds any money appropriated
to MUN by the senate.
Karen Steen, a sophomore majoring in education from BelleAn hour and 40 minutes of tevue, has been selected AWS Girl
dious and often repetitious deDecember.
of the Month for
bate followed the passage of the
Nominated by both the Spurs
amendment.
and the Town Girls for her "outSoon after discussion began,
standing work" inboth organizaSen. Mike Reynolds attempted to
tions, Karen is also chairman of
force action on the issue. Claimthe CCD Mental Hospital Coming that student interest was at
mittee and a member of the
a peak, he moved to leave the
AWS Co-ordinatingCabinet.
final decision on the bill to the
student body by means of a refWITHIN SPURS, she is chairerendum vote. Sen. Paul Hill
man of the Retreat Committee.
said that the senate would be
Also she is taking care of all
shirking its duty by such a move
arrangements for the Spur
Reynolds' motion failed.
baked
and
Party,
Christmas
made
goods for the Spur bake sale
and tea, and worked on HomeAS PREDICTED, Reynolds
coming and frosh elections.
Sen. Leo Penne led the deand
In the Town Girls, Karen is
bate.
Eastside representative and coReynolds opened his attack by
chairman of the Homecoming
KAREN STEEN
reading a letter fromDan Regis.
display committee. For the
stated Ann Mac- Regis, in his letter, while extollAWS faculty children's Christ- every year," president.
ing the nature and purpose of
mas party, Karen has volun- Quarrie, AWS
teered to make 100 bean bags.
KAREN WILL wear the Girl the MUN and claiming that
"Such a large undertaking is of the Month bracelet until Jan- more similar organizations are
typical of those which she skill- uary and is eligible for selection needed on campus, questioned
whether or not the senate would
fully and competently handles as Girl of the Year.

European Tour Plans
9 Country Itinerary

Spectator photo by Tom Weindl

VARSITY SONG LEADERS: (top 1. to r.) Diane Gooch,
Sally Bauerlein, Susan Gallagher (2nd row) Judee
Schmidt, Sharon Aymami (center) Charleen Romero.
O'Leary, Ann MacQuarrie,Rosa- for the best individual entry will
lie Yogel; juniors, Linda Lowe, be awarded at this time.
FURTHER information for
Alva Wright; sophomores,Sarah
Jullion, Timmie Ruef; freshmen, drivers will be issued by CrowKathleen Coffey, Pamela Fisher. der at noon on Thursday in the
The $50 first prize for the best Chieftain conference room.
entry in the float parade by an Those unable to attend should
organization and the $25 prize contact Crowder.

University Matches $300 MUN Allotment

AWS Honors Karen Steen
For 'Outstanding Work

be justified in underwriting the
expenses of the MUN in the light
of past senate decisions.

REFERENCE WAS made to
two specific decisions.Last year,
the senate refused to appropriate funds to both the LiteraryPhilosophical Society and the
S.U. branch of the National Students Association. Both requests
were refused because the money
was to be used for convention
expenses. It was repeatedly
pointed out during the course
of discussion that the bulk of
MUN's budget is used for convention expenditures.
Those who spoke out in favor
of the bill emphasized that Fr.
Lemieux'soffer to match a senate appropriation was indicative
of the stature of the MUN. Sen.
Penne claimedthat it was unfair
to compare the MUN to the
groups that were refused money
last year. He said that the convention was vitally necessary if
MUN is to remain in existence
on campus.
TO THOSE WHO claimed that

the appropriation would set an

undesirable precedent, Penne replied that it would not be logical
to render a decision on the present situation on the basis of what
might happen in the future. He
repeatedly punctuated his comments by reminding the senators
that even the opposition acknowledged the value of such organizations as MUN, and thus,
the reasonable solution would
be to provide the MUN with at
least a minimum appropriation.
(Continued on page 2)

Winter Quarter
Dates Scheduled

The Activities Board will meet
at 7 tonight in Barman 112
(first floor conference room) to
consider the proposed calendar
of activities for winter quarter.
The president or a representative of each campus club
should be present, according to
Wally Toner, ASSU second vice
president.
REQUESTS FOR dates have
been received by the Activities
Board and considered by a subcommittee which has drawn up
a tentative calendar to be approved by the Activities Board.
"This is the first time the
board has assumed its full duties
regarding the awarding of the
dates," Toner said. Previously,
the decision regarding disputed
dates has been left to the student senate. This quarter, however, the senate will only approve or reject the calendar as
it is presented by the Activities
Board.
The proposed calendar will be
presented to the senate at its
special senate meeting at noon
tomorrow. The senate will not
meet on Sunday.
"THERE ARE a few Sunday
night openings for movies yet
to be filled," Toner said. Requests for these dates should
be made at tonight's meeting.
LISTENING HOUR

Act 111 of "Dido and Aeneas" by Henry Purcell, and
selections from "Magnificat'
by Johann Sebastian Bad
will be featured at the Music
Listening Hour tomorrow
from 2:10-3 p.m. in Pigoti
Aud.
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Rabbi Jacobovitz;

Senate Acts on Bills
Despite 'Delay' Rule

Hebrew Concept of Messiah
VALERIE VOLTA
Rabbi Arthur Jacobovitz,
director of the Hillel Foundation at the U.W. and faculty member of S.U., explained the Hebrew concept
of the Messiah in a lecture
in Pigott Aud. Monday. The
Rabbi teaches an evening
class in Hebrew at S.U. and
works in conjunction with Fr.
By

thodox Judaism there will be a
Messiah. The Messiah will be a
human being and a great warrior who will lead the Jewish
people to their rightful place as
"God's chosen people."
He explained that Judaism
does not accept that Christ was
God, prophet, good man or liar.
However, the Rabbi concluded
that a fifth possibility does exist
to explain the character of Jesus
Christ— that history has attributed to Christ things which he
never said or did.

from Isaias (Isaias Chapter 53,
the suffering servant; Isaias
Chapter 7, the divisionof Israel).
Isaias, 53, refers to the suffering
Israel, not to Christ, according
to the Rabbi.
According to the Rabbi the
Hebrews were searching for a
Messiah during the persecution
and oppressions by Caligula and
Nero. During this time there
were many who claimed to be
the Messiah, but all were proved
false and were rejected by the
intellectuals of that time. Just
so, Christ was readily accepted
by the poor and uneducated Hebrews and the Greco-Roman
Gentiles, but He too, was rejected by the intellectual Hebrews.

(Continued from page 1)

The results of the roll call vote
were: Yes, Senators Hackett,
Michaelson, Pen n c , Preston,
Brockliss, Sullivan, Gilsdorf,
Purcell, Denman, Hopps and
McMahon; No, Senators Reynolds, Wenker, Murphy, Angevine, Toner, Coffey, Keeley and
Fattorini.

for $105 to cover operating expenses.

A FIRM ENDORSEMENT of
Fr. President's request that the
SeattleCityCouncil refuse a 1963
license to the Gramercy Theater, unless it is assured that the
theater will halt the showing of
nude films, occasioned the third
suspension of the rule. All three
motions were carried by unanimous vote.
The senate also established a

BUZZ McQUAID, ASSU treasurer,
and Neal Supplee, A Phi O
Webster Patterson, S.J., in the
treasurer, answered questions committee to investigate the posteaching of Judeo-Christian Origins I.
from the senators concerning sibility of gaininginterest on the
IN FURTHER discussion the
the alleged failure of A Phi O to money reserved in the ContinRABBI Jacobovitz stated that Rabbi presented the Judaistic
its contract with the ASSU gency Fund. A motion to appassages
two
fulfill
of
interpretation
Oraccording to the doctrine of
prove the appointment of Dave
in regard to policing the student Boulanger
to the chairmanship
parking lot. Evidently, the sen- of the Student Cooperation ComTHE LECTURE was followed ators were satisfied with the ex- mittee was withdrawn when it
planationgiven as no action was was learned that Boulangerhad
by a question-answer period in
taken by the senate.
decided not to accept the posithe
discussed
Hewhich
Rabbi
standing
Senate
rule
18
validity
of
took tion.
braic views on the
By ROSE MARIE LYONS
the New Testament, the final a beating during the session.
THERE will be a special sesToday is A.P. Day! Two hundred members ot is.U. s end of Christians, suffering and The rule (which delays action
followmeeting
to
on
a
bill
to
the
points
pertaining
finer
sion of the senate tomorrow at
Catholic Action program, under the direction of Dan Ma- other
ing its introduction) was sus- 12: 15 p.m. in the Chieftain conlecture.
Inregard
to
difthe
the
Balingrud,
honey and his committee members, Carol
ference of position between Ju- pended three times to consider ference room to consider a reRalph Johnson, Sue Jellison ant
Christianity's con- legislation which required imdaism's
of
all
prayers
other cept of andMessiah,
Rose Marie Lyons, have set way in the
the Rabbi mediate action due to the time quest for additional reserved
the
aside today to inform S.U. stu members.
stated, "If Judaism has made a factors involved. In the first seating for the Pep Club at basdents of how they can assume
Boxes in which students and mistake on the concept of the case, the senate approved the ketball games. The senate will
their responsibility as Catholic faculty members may leave Messiah it has made a mistake affiliation of S.U.s People-to- at this time be asked to approve
laymen, by "E.A.P.ing"— that is their names and phone numbers to be sure. But Judaism does not People program with the nationby enrolling in the Apostleship are placed in the Barman, L.A. stand or fall on its concept of al organization and the neces- the activities calendar for winof Prayer. Posters, pamphlets, and Pigott bldgs. and the Chief- the Messiah. However, if Chris- sary $25 registration fee. An- ter quarter to be presented by
LEAP tags, Mass sermons and tain. Both students and faculty tianity is wrongin its concept of other such rule suspension was the Activities Board. This will
explanationsin theology classes will becontacted before they are the Messiah then there is no required to consider a request be the last senate meeting of
by the Pep Parade Committee the fall quarter.
have been provided to inform enrolled.
Christianity."

A.P. Takes Christianity
From Text Books Into Life

students and encourage mem-

bership in this

association.

„

BECAUSE MORE and more
Catholics are realizing their responsibility in the Mystical Body
—and because the busy college
student may not have the time
to fulfill his apostolate in another way— the A.P. has been
introduced on the campus. There
are no meetings, dues or projects. The one requirement is

that the member offer up each
day all his actions for the salvation of souls. This is truly apostolic because as members of
Christ, when we offer our lives,
we are sharing in His act of
redemption.
A small booklet, "Facts for
the Faculty," issued to the Jesuit instructors to urge their cooperation in this move, points
out that the Apostleship of Prayer "... takes Christianity from
the textbook and classroom and
puts it into everyday life. Stumake everythingthey
dents
do each day
a prayer by
keeping it in line with God's
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will."

MEMBERS enrolled in the
Apostleship of Prayer receive
many special indulgences, and
in praying "for the intentions of
all our associates," each member is also included in a special

"Tareyton's Dual Filter in duas partes divisa est!"
could talk about Tareytons
says Gaius (Silver Tongue) Cicero, star orator of the Coliseum Debating Team. "I
praises.
Here's de gustibus you
ad infinitum," says Silver Tongue. "And you'll find vox everywhere singing their
,
mmmmm/gmi^mmmmif^mmmmmmm^.
never thought you'd get from any filter cigarette."
< ~'
makes
the
Filter
difference
■''
Dual
1/
S~
taMM
j£3ssss«&''
:
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B
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Fr. Dunne:

"We -Our Brother's Keeper"
KAETHE ELLIS
"By being excessively preoccupied with a war which, should
it materialize, we must certainly lose, we are in serious danger of losing another war in
Which we are already engaged,"
Stated Fr. George H. Dunne,
S.J., in his speech on "Catholic
Social Doctrine and World
Peace" at 8 p.m. in Bellarmine
Hall dining room last Thursday.
By

FATHER COMMENTED that

today our country has stockpiled nuclear weapons "with a
destructive force equivalent to
tentons of TNT for every human
being on the face of the globe"
in anticipation of a thermonuclear war with the Soviet Union,
"a war in which everyone would
be the loser." Yet we are doing
nothing, Father continued, about
the other war which is being
fought today in Latin America,
Africa and many parts of Asia
—the war with Communist doc-

trine.

According to Fr. Dunne, many

people asume that the communists are planning to fulfill their
avowed purpose, conquest of
the world, by military aggression. "This," said Fr. Dunne,
"is an erroneous and dangerous

"is an unrelieved evil and should
be destroyed.
"Whether we should become
involved in these matters is not
a matter of option with us,"
said Fr. Dunne. "We are, whether we like it or not, our brother's
keeper."
Thus, Father thinks, the fight
against Communist doctrine deTHESE CONDITIONS, which mands a revitalization of Chrisexist in many parts of the tian social principles, a smashworld today, must be alleviated ing of the obsolete social strucby us in order to win the war tures of this world and the exof the social revolution. At this penditure of a great deal of our
point, Christian social principles wealth, talent and energy.
necessarily come into the picture, he continued.
"THE MOMENT the thermoThroughout history, Father nuclear bombs begin to fall we
stated, Christians have "clung have lost both war and peace,"
to the shell of Christian prac- reiterated Fr. Dunne. "On the
tices while denying its soul" by other hand, even though by
appearing to thwart change. By some unlikely good fortune we
fearing change, they have com- manage to be spared this dread
pletely denied, distorted or ig- Armageddon, we shall still have
nored Christian social princi- lost if we fail to win the social
ples, Father concluded.
revolution which boils and bubSpectator photoby Art Kritzer
bles in the volcanic world about
A SOCIAL STRUCTURE, us."
Fr. Dunne also discussed the GOOD WILL toward men— little boys, too. Spurs (from
such as that in Latin America,
in which a handful of the rich impossibility of justification for 1.) Margie Byrne, Kathy Sweeny and Robin Rice were
land, war within the Christian concontrol 80 per cent of thewealth,
among the group of Spurs who sang Christmas carols at
the government and the
science. The lecture was folHospital last Sunday.
is against all basic Christian lowed by a question and answer the Veterans
emphaperiod.
___
principles. Fr. Dunne
sized that this type of society

assumption. Revolution, not
war, is the way in which communism will rise to power."
These revolutions will occur
when certain conditions favorable to revolution develop, and
the communists will do everything in their power to further
these conditions, stated Father.

STEAK DAY

Collegiate
Barber Shop

Every Monday, Wednesday, and Saturday

vniiofflSi^^
tm nulfc

M/ti/r
IVI
Lk l\ ■ V I

Hnl friiiY

$1.00

Spencer Steak, Salad, Fries

(Bud & Grant)

Haircuts $1.50
Open 8 a.m. " 8 p.m.

The Cottage

1106 Broadway

15th and E. Madison

Across From Seattle U.

IivLiun i

RESERVATIONS

TON PNA NOW
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For The Hiker or Skier- *^r"

BOTA BAGS
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.. *4 -*5
50

....
"
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BE A SENSATION CHRISTMAS MORNING

RED NIGHT SHIRTS
IPPU/IRE

#"1
GLASSWARE

PILSNERS
high

STEINS
Only Pacific Northern Airlines offers big, fast
720 Jet Service between Seattle-Tacoma and
the major Alaska cities of ANCHORAGE,
JUNEAU AND KETCHIKAN. Choose luxurious
lst-class or economical tourist service.

MAKE RESERVATIONS TODAY
Call your Travel Agent or

CH 3-8800
TICKET OFFICE-4TH AYE. AND UNION ST.

PACIFIC NORTHERN
MiftLI
I\CS THEALASKA FLAG LINE,

PLAYING CARDS

COCKTAILS

... $5.95—

Single $1.60

.

$2.49

OLD

ball sets of 6

FASHIONEDS

$3.00- $6.00

— Double— $3.20

CHILDREN'S GIFTS

. . White " Black " Navy
STOCKING STUFFERS $1.00

SWEATSHIRTS

95

STUFFED ANIMALS
New Shipment of Navy and Olive SWEATSHIRTS

$1.95 -$2.95

$2.50 $5.95
■

$3.50

BROADWAY BOOKSTORE
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Bums, Bunnies Head for Hills
By
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Emergency ?
There is a new device in student government that is
known as "Standing Rule 18." In our estimation, it is
probably the most significant move toward increasing
interest in student government that has come about in
some time.
What is Standing Rule 18, and why is it important?
The regulation requires that all legislation be read twice,
at separate meetings, allowing time for all concerned to
mull over the issues.
THERE ARE MANY distinct advantages to postponing legislation in this manner. The recently resolved issue
of the Model United Nations appropriation is an excellent
example of the increased vigor and attention given to an
issue when it is widely publicized. Those in the senate
who supported or opposed the bill asking for almost
$1000 of ASSU money were able not only to consider the
matter among themselves, but they were able to discuss
the pros and cons of the grant at considerable length.
They were resultantly much better prepared and infornted when it finally came to a vote.
During the debate over the MUN money, the president
of the university offered to give the club $300 if the senate would match his grant.It is our belief that if the MUN
issue had simply been brought up and dismissed in one
night (actually it was postponed twice), the administration would hardly have had the opportunity to know
about the situation, much less make such an offer.
Moreover, The Spectator cannot do much but make
post facto comments when legislation is hurried through
in one night. As it has been the last few weeks, we have
been able to give considerable attention to what is coming up in the senate and not only what has gone by.
Another advantage is the fact that the legislators
therr.selves receive a verbatim copy of proposed legislation during the week between meetings. They have the
opportunity to know exactly what they are expected to
pass upon.
OPPONENTS OF SR 18 claim that it bogs down legislation. This may be true, if you call taking time to inform
the student body and to prepare by thoughtful consideration bogging things down. They also claim that it stops
legislation that must be passed in a hurry. It is unlikely,
however, that the senators would approve a measure
when it could not receive a simple majority for consideration. On the contrary, it seems that SR 18 is a very effective tool against rash action, something from which no
student group can claim complete immunity.
At the last senate meeting this particular standing
rule was set aside three times for "emergency" legislation. We can see how it is possible to justify the fact that
with the quarter ending it was necessary. It is not altogether clear why some of these measures were not
brought up earlier, but it is too late to change now. What
is of concern, however, is whether or not the senators
expect to mutilate SR 18 by uncautiously branding "emergency" on proposed legislation. Even more important is
concern for the undercurrent caused by members of the
senate who propose to have the rule rescinded. We could
not oppose this action more strongly.
WE BELIEVE Standing Rule 18 to be the most intelligent and farsighted move yet. To reverse this action
now would be to handicap seriously the interests of both
student body and student government. We hope senators
will think twice before making a rash move of this sort.
We also hope that students who care about the future of
student government will carefully eye this situation and
protest immediately if legislation proposing repeal of
Standing Rule 18 is even suggested.

SHERIFF & THOMPSON
"We Repair All Makes"
MOTOR WORK
BODY WORK
BRAKES
PANTING
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
1130 Broadway
EA 4-6050
EA 4-6050

CHRISTEL BRELLOCHS
Just beyond the seven hills
of Seattle are bigger hills known
to ski bums and bunnies as
White Pass, Stevens, Snoqualmie and Crystal Mountain.
All of these ski areas have
overnight accommodations and
offer ski equipment rentals.
Equipment, skis, boots and
poles can be rented for the
weekend for approximately
$3.25.

THE NEWEST place to have
fun in the snow is Crystal Mountain, judged by experts as the
biggest opportunity for open skiing this side of Sun Valley.
Rated as one of the biggest
American winter sports, skiing
is the only one which offers lessons in "how-to-fall."

—

HOW-TO-FALL courses and
how-to-ski courses, usually incorporated, are offered at all of
the major ski areas from $30 to
$50 for 12 lessons and are recommended for beginners. Instruction can be obtained from

■

bob Jordan

round the fireside for "glueh- son that people climb the Matwein" after a day in the cold. terhorn.
These fireside chats usually
lead to more "skisalat" in the
"SKIING becomes a chalAustrian, French, Germaa and morning.
lenge," says Rod Falor, a jun-

American experts.
Although skiing may take on
nationality traits, the language
is international. A "bunny,"
brave and inexperienced or experienced and foolish, will
"schuss" down a slope trying
to match a passing X-15 in
breaking the sound barrier. The
result, after passing over "moguls," is usually "skisalat." Injured or not, all skiers gather

THE PERCENTAGE of accidents is actually low. Of about
2,000 people a day at Stevens
Pass, an average of 14 have accidents, and 50 per cent of these
are usually sprains.
Skiing is not just a sport to
real enthusiasts: it is a way of
life. Ski bums will tour the different areas, skiing as often as
they can for much the same rea-

ior from Arlington. Rod probably is the typical college ski
bum. On weekends he patrols
at Stevens Pass. This entails
breaking up avalanches, helping
the injured, "picking up dead
bodies" and maintaining the
safety factor on the slopes. He,
by the way, has the recipe for
"gluehwein."

People-to-People:

Ambassador Program Open to SU
By JUDY KING
As of Sunday's senate meeting, S.U. is a fullfledged member of the international People-toPeople university program.
The $25 which affiliates the university with
the program provides the campus with a file on
international student activities in this country
and abroad and saves P-T-P committees from
the exhaustive research necessary to continue
the on-campus programs. The international affiliation also makes students of this university
eligible for Student Ambassador and Job Exchange programs.
WHAT DOES this mean to the individual student on this campus?
Individual students can become members of
People-to-People by paying the $2 membership
fee to Jim Bradley, ASSU president. This $2
entitles the student to the P-T-P pin, membership
card, monthly newspaper and quarterly magazine.
Most important, students holding individual
membership cards and attending a university affiliated with the international chapter are eligible
for the Ambassador Flights and the Job Exchangeprograms.
Students wishing to apply for the Ambassador
Flights should pay their $2 right away. Because
of special flight rates ($2OO round trip to Europe)
ambassadors must be members of the organization by Dec. 15, which is the day after finals.
Here is a brief run-down of the ambassador
program.

PURPOSE: This summer the 1,000 student
ambassadors will have the mission of increasing

understanding among the peoples of the world.
This is accomplished by living with families in
the countries they visit. (The only requirement
of ambassadors, once they reach their desination, is that they spend at least one-third of their
time living with families assigned to them. The
rest of the time they may follow their own itinerary.)
PROGRAM COSTS: There are four itineraries for the prospective ambassador to choose
from. The costs listed are just those included in
the required travel. Students should add to the
listed costs the money they intend to spend individually.

IRELAND AND UNITED KINGDOM PROGRAM: (including Scotland, Wales)
New York/Shannon roundtrip airflight ..$209.00
Bus from Shannon to Dublin
5.00
Administrative Fee
G5.00

$279.00
Total
SCANDINAVIAN PROGRAM: (including Finland, Sweden, Norway and Denmark)
New York/Brussels roundtrip airflight .$200.00

Bus from Brussels to Berlin(3 days,
meals, lodging, and East German
visa)
Bus from Hamburg or Hanover
Administrative Fee

Total

40.00
15.00

65.00
$320.00

CENTRAL EUROPEAN PROGRAM: (including Western Germany, Italy, Switzerland and

Austria.)

Cost breakdown same as Scandinavian Program.
ROMANCE LANGUAGE COUNTRIES:
(including Spain, Portugal, France)
New York/Brussels roundtrip airflight ..$200.00
Brussels/Madrid one-way airflight (extra
meals not included)
63.00
Administrative Fee
65.00

Total

$328.00

Ambassadors spend approximately two-andone-half months in the countries they choose.
They may spend as much or as little money as
they wish. Last year several student ambassadors financed their entire summer on less than
$500. However, there were some who went up to
$1,000.

SELECTION: Selection will be partly based
upon fulfillment of required qualities given by
the individual in the application form. There are
some language and reading requirements. (Ambassadors are required to read a maximum of 10
books on their area and develop one aspect of
any one country's history, government or culture in an 8- to 10-page paper.

REQUIREMENTS:

1. Must be an active member of campus
chapter and a member of international University People-to-Peopleas of Dec. 15, 1962.
2. Must be a sophomore or junior in college
or a senior or graduate student returning to a
university next fall.
3. Must be able to communicate in the language required in the area of choice. (The equivalent of junior and senior years in high school
or ten semester hours in college in the romance,
German, or Italian area, or ability to communicate gained in non-credit courses or travel.)
4. Must attend the required orientation sessions on the campus and in Washington, D.C.
(Shortly before June 15, all students participating in the program will gather in Washington
to meet top-level U.S. and foreign governmental
officials.)
5. Must hand in a well-planned itinerary and
a paper on the area of his choice at appointed
times.
6. Must be willing to take advantage of opportunities to spread the concept of People-to-
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Examination Schedule

jr fall quartter, 1962, as announced by
The examination schedulle fo
tor
the registrar, is as follows:
Examinationtime
Credit hours andtimes
Dec. 10
regular class period
Icr MF
all classes
Dec. 12
regular class period
Icr MW
all classes
regular class period
all classes
Dec. 11
!cr TTh
regular class period
Icr Dly
all classes
Dec. 12
regular class period
all classes
Dec. 12
Icr MWF
Dec. 11
regular class period
\ cr TTh
all classes
Iand 5
8:10 classes
Dec. 13
8:10-10.00
Dec. 14
8:10-10:00
9:10 classes
credit
10:10-12:00
:ourses
10:10 classes
Dec. 13
11:10 classes
Dec. 14
10:10-12:00
tieeting
Dec. 13
12:10- 2:00
iaily
12:10 classes
1:10 classes
Dec. 14
12:00- 2:00
Dec. 13
2:10- 4:00
2:10 classes
Examination times for one credit hour courses, laboratory only
courses and all other classes not included above, may be obtained
from the instructors of the course. Such examinations are usually
scheduled for the last period prior to Dec. 12.

I
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(AlUhor

of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf", "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

NEW ALPHA KAPPA PSI pledges: (top
row 1. to r.) Pete Lockwood, Dan Cochrane, Tom Kegley, Jack Cvitanovic,Brian
Plowden, Dennis Meehan, Dan Cummins,
Frank Gartland, Ed Williams, Bob Bren-

Spectatorphoto by Alex Sinclair
nan, Dave Rossick, Jim Thiel, Ken Sauvage, Gene Rafanelli, Chuck Adams; (bottom row 1. to r.) Gordon Wotherspoon, Bill

Richow, John Hardy, Dick Cavaliere,
Dave McDermott, Sal Trippy

Review:
DECK THE HALLS
When you think of Christmas gifts you naturally think of
Marlboro cigarette?, leading seller in flip-top box in all fifty

states— and if we annex Wales, in all fifty-one— and if we annex Lapland— in all fifty-two.This talk about annexing Wales
and Lapland is, incidentally, not just idle speculation. Great
Britain wants to trade Wales to the United States for a desert.
Great Britain needs a desert desperately on account of the
tourist trade. Tourists are always coming up to the Prime
Minister or the Lord Privy Seal or like that and saying, "I'm
not knocking your country, mind you. It's very quaint and
picturesque, etc. what with Buckingham Palace and Bovril
and Scotland Yard, etc., but where's your desert?" (Before I
forget, let me point out that Scotland Yard, Britain's plainclothes police branch, was named after Wally Scotland and
Fred Yard who invented plain clothes. The American plainclothes force is called the FBI after Frank B. Inchcliff, who
invented fingerprints. Before Mr. Inchcliff's invention, everybody's fingers were absolutely glassy smooth. This, as you
may imagine, played hob with the identification of newborn
babies in hoapitaJs. From 1791until 1904 no American parent

Variety Show '62 Worthwhile

By JAMES NAIDEN
show began with the S.U. pep
The Fall Variety Show was band and song leaders. The band
presented this past weekend in played "Swanee" while the song
Pigott Aud. and ran for three leaders fluttered to and fro
successive evenings. Master of across the stage. Then, Carol
Ceremonies was Jim Bradley, Curcio tossed batons up and
who by his jocular mood and down to the tune of "Bill
pleasing countenance, enter- Bailey." The Double Quartet
tained the audience just as well serenaded the audience with
"Milk and Honey." This group
as any of the performers.

—

Some of the performances de-

was very pleasing
presentable with rich voices that blend-

serve particular mention. The ed nicely.

Exams are Comin1
And with them that old midnight oil. Picture yourself
sitting at your desk trying to get those vital points
that will surely be asked. Suddenly your eyes begin
to droop and your stomach begins to do the shimmy.
Think how good a quick hamburger and coffee or some
re-vitalizing fish and chips would taste or maybe a cup
of that delectable clam nectar would hit the spot.

When you need refreshing, drift over to

IVAR'S on BROADWAY
Broadway at Thomas
ever brought home the right baby from the hospital. Thia
later becameknown as the Black TomExplosion.)
But I
digreHß. England,Iwas saying, wants to trade Wales
for a desert. Sweden wants to trade Lapland forFrank B. Inchcliff. The reason is that Swedes to this day still don't have
fingerprints. As a result, identification of babies in Swedish
hospitalsis so haphazardthat Swedes flatlyrefuse to bring their
babies home. There are, at present, nearly a half-billion unclaimed babies in Swedish hospitals— some of them well over
eighty years old.
But Idigress. We were speaking of Christinas gifts which
naturally put us in mind of Marlboro cigarettes. What could
be more welcome at Christmas time than Marlboro's flavor,
Marlboro's soft pack, Marlboro's flip-top box? What indeed
would be more welcome at any time of year— winter or summer, rain or shine, night or day? Any time, any season, when
you light a Marlboro you can always be certain that you will
get the same mild, flavorful, completely comfortable smoke.
There are, of course,other things you can give for Christmas
besides Marlboro cigarettes. If, for example, you arc looking
for something to give a music lover, let me call to your attention a revolutionary new development in phonographs— the
Low-fi phonograph. The Low-fi, product of years of patient
research, bu so little fidelity to therecord you put on it that if,
for Instance, you put "Stardust" on the turntable, "Melanoholy
Baby" will come out. This is an especially welcome gift for
people whohave grown tired of ".Stardust".
Merry Christmas to all and to all a good night.

" * *

® 1962M«x Shulmu

The makers of Marlboro cigarettes, who take pleasure in
bringing you this column throughout the school year, wish
to join old Max in extendinggreetings of the Season.

A self-service drive-in
open till 2 a.m.

POLS AIN L AX

Carroll Collins gave a moving
rendition of "Take My Mother
Home," a Negro spiritual. Miss
Collins wore a lovely white evening gown which lent radiance
to her presence. Her voic^ was
warm and soothing, which made
for a pleasantrespite.

SUE HACKETT played "Revolutionary Etude" by Chopin
on the piano. With the proper
finesse and grace expected of
a pianist, Miss Hackett gave a
pleasing, salutary performance.
The Omegas, Janet Barnes',
Sue Cherberg and Linda Robinson, were restful to the eyes
and pleasing to the ears. They
sang "Show Me" and "Gossip,"
the latter being very timely advice for those who are glib with
the tongue. All three girls were
very entertaining. They had
stage presence, a rare quality
for many amateurs.
THE LETTERMEN'S Corps
de Ballet provided the audience
with a pleasant little interlude
of inanity. They were as graceful as dogs on ice skates. Charlie Williams collided with a

microphone, thus providing the
cue for Ernie Dunston and Eddie Miles to plod across the
stage like a pair of wounded
elephants. When the music took
a lighter note, Dunston led the
Chieftains in twisting. It wa>
all very amusing. Miss Corkle,
young guest prima ballerina,
bounded on stage and presented
Dunston with a bouquet of flowers for his efforts. Unfortunately,
Jim "Twinkletoes" Preston was
missing from the troupe. Doubtless his presence would have
inspired the "Dancers" to a
higher degree of artistic per-

formance.

Don't Worry About
Losing Your Balance

p*

No minimum balance is required

Jiiiif

when you have a CheckMaster
Checking Account. An exclusive
service at Peoples.

w£P
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Ed Braganza and Jack McGann sang folk songs, with an
arresting stage presence and
nimble wit, the pair proved to
be very entertaining.
LEO PENN E brilliantly
espoused his views on the world
in general. With biting cynicism,
Penne rapped the ROTC program and other vestiges of decadence in his act, "Seven."
The S.U. Special Chorale concluded the show with various
tunes from "Brigadoon." Most
notable in their performances
were Carol Crozier,Tony Longo,
Maureen O'Conner, Mike Fla«
herty and Maureen Murphy.
Miss Murphy was particularly
entertaining with her Scottish
brogue. Daryl Spaduccini accompanied the chorale on the
organ, while Linda Ross did the
same on the piano.

IN GENERAL, the "Variety
Show
'62" was well worth
the time and money that it cost
the audience.

.. .
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Leadership Conference:

Campus Crossroads

Delegates Focus on Government

Leadership Series:
PART 111

The Vanguard, (Portland StateUniversity)

Only 15 per cent (249 students) of the freshman class went to
the polls to elect class officers. This is one of the worst turnouts
for a class election at Portland State.
The Trail (University of Puget Sound)
A new mechanical charging machine was installed in the
library just before Thanksgiving. Students will no longer be required to sign their name and address, but will only present their
library cards when charging out books. In addition, a new book
return has been installed outside the main entrance so that library
materials can be returned at any time. Books must be returned
before 9 a.m. on the date they are due. The library also grants a
three-day grace period on all overdue books (except reserves). An
ovcrduebook returned within the period is not subject to fine. The
fine rate for students holding materials beyond this period will
include the first three days.
The News (Temple University)
Ore of the newly elected freshman class representatives has
suggested that frosh elections be moved from October to February
so that freshmen will have a greater opportunity to familiarize
themselves with class members and issues. Only 735 students voted
"a bad turnout," said an elections committee co-chairman.
The Fordham Ram (Fordham University)
university-wide committee of publications' editors and class
icers has presented the student body with a program designed
further promote school spirit. The group, which calls itself "The
New Spirit," circulated a special four-page newsletter explaining
their intent. Members will receive a season's pass for basketball
games, a gold-tasseled fez and a membership card, in return for
a pledge to support university activities (rallies, concerts, plays,
games). The program, a revival of the "Big Spirit" of the 19305,
hopes to overcome the disintegrationof school spirit since the mid-19505. The recent introductionof rugby and bladderballis expected
to combat the lack of campus enthusiasm since the "collapse of
footbati." Membership fee is $6.50.
The Santa Clara (Santa Clara University)
A raging battle on campus seems to be brewing between the
boys and the girls. The student senate seems intent on dissuading
song girls from "swaying and bobbing at Bronco athletic functions." While certain factions of the student body feel that these
looseh-clad women cause "distraction from the athletic event,"
some "of the girls themselves feel that these more reserved male
students are "crazy."
The Aquinas (University of Scranton)
A panel on campus recently pointed out that the educational
level of the average movie-goer is still at the point where the
average man has not yet developed a sound base for aesthetic
judgerr.ent. The panel went on to further point out that this deficiency manifests itself in the production of second-rate trash
and the rejection at thebox office of artistic films.
The Phoenix (Our Lady of the Lake College)
The Lonergan Chapter of the Student National Education
Association gave a "testing party" recently. As a new twist in
obtaining funds for a scholarship, members of the club adminis$1,000 scholarship
tered suidance tests in a local high school. A
planning
a teaching
high
graduate
school
will be awarded to a

By MARY ELAYNE GRADY

the need for and value of such
a board. One seminar concluded
that S.U.s Judicial Board is
feasibly and workably constituted as it is. A second seminar,
while recognizing the necessity
of the board, urged that it extend its powers to become more
effective. Delegates in another
seminar called for the disbanding of the board as it now exists. The value of the Judicial
Board was accepted, but the
delegates suggested, first, that

tA

CHORALE OPENINGS
There are several openings
available in the advanced
chorale for the winter quarter, announced Carl Pi tzer, head of the music department. All those interested should contact Mr. Pitzer
as soon as possible and arrange for a tryout.
Mr. Pitzer said he is especially interested in adding
several male voices to the
group.

_,_MM&)jJWfr<i

ities Board itself, should solve
such conflicts. Other seminars
preferred that awarding of disputed dates continue to be left
to the senate, if the standing
committees of the Activities
Board are unable to come to a
decision. A further suggestion
was- that activities be planned
for smaller groups so that it
would be possible to schedule
more than one such event on the
same date.

SEMINAR DISCUSSION of

the Financial Board dealt mainly with supervision of club finances. It was suggested that
club accounts be checked at
least once a quarter, (some
The Membership Committee delegates
for bi-monthly
of the S.U. Press Club announc- checking).called
delegates agreed
The
ed today that applications for that clubs which
are consistentmembership in the club are now ly
irresponsible, through their
being accepted.
Any S.U. student, who is interested in the communication
arts is invited to join the club.
Applicants must have the sponsorship of three active members
before the application will be
accepted.
Lists of active members are
posted in the Aegis office and
in The Spectator office. Application blanks will also be found
in those offices. They may be
turned in to Pat Brady, Dan
Cummins, Paul Hill, Marlin Stuart or Tim Fitzgerald.

Press Club Taking
Applications Now

own fault, should be subject to
disciplinary action, involving
possible revocation of their
charters. However, it was noted
that there may be extenuating
circumstances depending on the
type of club and type of debt,
as well as the club's plans for
repayment of the amount incurred. In one seminar, the sug-

gestion was made that a loan
program be set up in the ASSU
budget for the benefit of new
clubs and clubs having no previous treasurybalance.

REGARDING THE actual or-

ganization

of

the

Financial

Board, the only improvement
urged was a more specific
statement of the powers and
duties of the ASSU treasurer.
It was agreed that the clubs

themselves

must have competent treasurers, and it was noted
that Buzz McQuaid, treasurer,

would organize an orientation
course to acquaint all club
treasurers with the proper procedure.

A FINAL POINT was rejection of a proposed S.U. House
of Representatives. The delegates considered such an addition an unnecessary complication for matters which can be
handled by already existing
senate committees.
(Next, Part IV, report on
senior leadership program seminar.)

ORDER CHRISTMAS PHOTOS EARLY

TO ALL CHIEFTAINS
GIVE THE FOES A FULL COUNT PRESS
BLOODY THEIR NOSE

...

.. .WE'LL CLEAN THE MESS!
FIVE POINT CLEANERS

COPYRIGHT

\J

it be coordinated with the already existing Election Board,
and second, that new members
be appointed to the Judicial
Board each year. Another suggestion, defeated as impractical, was that the position of Attorney General be added to the
ASSU governmental system.

The topic for discussion
in the third seminar discussion at this year's leadership conference was Student Government. The deleON THE QUESTION of whethgates dealt with three specific er the student senate should
divisions: Judicial Board, Ac- decide Activities Board calentivities Board and Financial dar date conflicts, one seminar
Board.
voted 13 to one to eliminate
this procedure. The group felt
DISCUSSION regarding the that an arbitration board, withJudicial Board centered around in the framework of the Activ-

—

career.
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THE COCA COLA COMPANY. COCA-COLA AND COKE ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS
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The Gift That Only You Can Give
A PORTRAIT OF YOURSELF

...

It will be cherished for years to come

Use Your AEGIS Pictures
To Obtain Special Student Rates
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Jfc 60 million times a day people get that refreshing new feeling
with ice-cold. Coca-Cola!

Buttled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by

PACIFICCOCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
Seattle, Washington
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Playoffs on Friday;

Hoosiers, Boys Tie Grid League

clinch a first place tie in the
Eastern League.
Yesterday, Harry Lambro led
championship playoffs on Fri- the scoring attack for the Boys
day. The losers will go after by throwing for two touchdowns
third and fourth spots on that and two extra points.
The Boys marched down
same day.
THE WASTEMAKERS beat the field after a Tartar touchon the
the Menehunes yesterday 22-8 to down but were stopped
Tartar 11-yard line. Boys' captain Bob Neubauer then intercepted a Tartar pass on the 14.
On the next play the combination from Lambro to Neubauer
clicked for the T.D.
IN THE SECOND half, Lambro threw a ten-yard pass to
Sue Schumacher, sophomore coed majoring in edu- Jerry Schatz for a touchdown,
cation, is S.U.s nomination for queen of the 1962 Far and again to Schatz for the extra
points. The score stood at 16-6.
West Classic in Portland
Friday, the Hoosiers scored
Dec. 26-29.
first in a wildgame that wasn't
decided until the last ten secSue was chosen from
onds. PatConnolly threw for two
among five finalists by a
scoring plays in the first half
committee headed by Eddie
and ran over two touchdowns
O'Brien, athletic director.Other
in the second half for the Hoosfinalists were Dottie Kemp, Sue
iers. Frank Gartland and Hugh
Ditter, MargieByrne and Teresa
Antonson were on the receiving
Annotti.
end of Connolly's passes.
WALLY TONER, ASSU second
BILLY MEYER threw two
vice president, announced that
touchdownpasses to Pete Ferrai
eight pictures of Sue will be sent
and one to Tom Clare for the
to Classic headquarters in PortWastemakers.
land, and from there to the other
The clincher came with ten
seconds left in the game when
schools competing in the Classic.
Connelly ran 35 yards on fourth
Selection of the queen will be
down for the winning score. The
made before the tournament.
The winner will receive an allfinal score was 26-22 with the
expense-paid trip to the Classic.
SUE SCHUMACHER
Hoosiers on top.
The Boys downed the Tartars
yesterday 16-6 and the Hoosiers
squeaked past the Wastemakers
Friday, 26-22 to tie up first place
in two intramural football
leagues.
All four teams have won seven
games and lost one. Run-off
games for the playoffs will be

Thursday. The winners of the
run-off games Thursday will vie
for first and second place in the

Sue Schumacher Nominated
For Portland 'Classic' Queen

j You'reInvited! Grand Opening J
Dec. 6th thru 9th

EDFF
ii\CC RnrhAniO
DulUCtuc

»

sandwich with purchase of
one or more on opening day

\\
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Spectatorphoto by Tom Weindl
ONE OF THE FIRST ski casualties of the season, Janet
Callahan (r.) is shown above being consoled by dormmate Coke Duni. Janet dug in the tip of one ski on the
day's "last run" Saturday at Stevens Pass and sprained
her ankle.

Papooses Win Opener
With Highline Squad
By BRUCE WALKER

season on a winning
note Saturday night as they drubbed Highline J.C.84-60.
Papoose Coach Clair Markey described the win as "a Papooses grabbed the lead and
good team effort that re- were never overtaken after that.
sulted in a fine opening
AFTER halftime, when the
game for the team."
score read 42-27, Markey substiDick Graul paced the Pa- tuted freely with all his charges
pooses with a 32-point perform- seeing game action. The Paance
pooses hit 58 per cent of their
ALSOHITTING double figures shots from the field with Graul
in scoring were forward Fred hitting 75 per cent and Trosko
Trosko with 17 points and guard connecting on 60 per cent of his
Rick Mathews with five buckets shots.
accounting for 10 tallies. Right
The Papooses have three
behind Mathews came big cen- games within the next week as
ter Dan Murphy and reserve they play the preliminaries to
guard Joe Shephard with nine the season opening Chieftain
and eight points respectively.
contests. They play Skagit ValHighline's Dick Weeks wound ley J.C. Friday, Everett J.C.
up with 24 points as he paced Saturday and Gray's HarborJ.C.
his squad in scoring. The out- Monday. All these games begin
classed J.C. quintet led only at 6 p.m. in the Seattle Civic Ice
briefly at the outset and then the Arena.
The S.U. Papooses began their

-

Two Teams Undefeated

In Rifle League Action

\\

*"

M.S. Staff and Bellarmine Hall One are still undefeated after
the fourth week of rifle league competition.
M.S. Two, M.S. Three, Bellarmine Hall Two and I.K. Hall S. Staff, 386-M.S. Two, 363; M.
have only one loss on their rec- S. Three, 384-Marian Hall, 275;
ords to date. M.S. Four has one BellarmineHall One, 365-Xavier
tie.
Hall, 287; Bellarmine Hall Two,-«
Jim Thorsteinson was the 303-Hits and Misses. 229.
league's high scorer for the
I.K. Hall, 348-Town Tuffies,
week with 99 for the M.S. Two's 266; Regis Ricochets, 325-Sureeffort againstM.S. Staff.
fires, 246; MarianHall Too, 285THIS WEEK'S RESULTS: M. M.S. One, 188.

\\
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WELCOME SEATTLE U

II

{

genufne 7&/fi/£&sEEpft

//jarbecue \
larbecu1e

rSfe^^"ty

p

DICK'S DRIVE IN
1962 PEP RALLY
TOMORROW NIGHT
8:00 P.M.
FREE ROOT BEER

...

TANTALIZING AROMA
goldenbrown, fresh pork oozing with spicy,
g
hickory-smoked "
goodness a sauce that's
"finger-lickin' good thisis what the
-^^0^ artistry of genuine Tennessee pit barbecuingmeans to you. One taste of a Little Pigs barbecue and you'll delight in the difference betweenreal barbecued barbecues andother
so-called barbecues!

—...

Stake out your trail early for

1501 DEARBORN
CLIP AND SAVE THIS AD— BRING IT IN: ITS WORTH

ONE FREE BARBECUE SANDWICH

(Starting at 7:30)
Compliments of Dick's Drive Ins

■Hi

LOADS OF PARKING
Meet Your Friends!

q;'
|^^^^

Em.a&«
bMi&AiSS

Open DaMy
11 a.m. to 2 a.m.

On Broadway off Olive Way
Also at:

"" Wallingford
Holman Road

District
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Smoke Signals

Coed Selected
little Captain'

ENGAGEMENT & WEDDING Rings

_

VIRGIN DIAMONDS

Town Girls, 7:30 p.m., Barman

Serving S. U. Precision cut for maximum brilliance

Aud.
S.U. Yacht Club, 8 p.m., Barman
501.

Since 1948

Discount to

S.O. Student.

SJlVerWafC

Tomorrow
Meetings:

Today
Meetings:
Education Academy (Sodality),
1 p.m., Chieftain lounge.
Activities Board, 7 p.m., Barman 112.
A Phi O, pledge review, 7 p.m.,
LA 223
Scabbard and Blade, 7:30 p.m.,
Chieftain basement, classroom
No. 1. Induction of new member,
William Wilber, and discussion of
new pledges.

SHERRY DOYLE

Pershing Rifles, Company H
of the 11th Regiment, has chosen Sherry Doyle as its Honorary Sponsor.

Special Lunch Offered
Monday Through Friday

SHERRY'S PICTURE was

A "soup and sandwich special" is now being offered at
the Bellarmine Halldiningroom

sent to Regimental Headquarters at Corvallis, Oregon, where

it will be judged with pictures
of girls representing other companies in the 11th Regiment.
The winner's picture will be
published in The Pershing Rifleman, a quarterly magazine put
out by the National Society of
Pershing Rifles.
She will attend certain functions and meetings of the Pershing Rifles.
The new "Little Captain
comes from Denver. She is a
junior majoring in English.

during the lunch hours according to Mitzi Taylor, director of
dining facilities.
The special includes a cup of
soup, a sandwich, a salad and
a choice of coffee, tea or milK
for 75 cents. It may be purchased from 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Monday through Friday.
The special must be purchased on the dining room side of
the kitchen, and not in the
snack bar, Miss Taylor said.

Pep Parade and Rally, driver
and representative meeting, noon,
Chieftain conference room. Anyone unable to attend please contact Ken Crowder.

I i^A>

Christmas Gifts I
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I

On Your List

3

i Ww^wt

1
I

EA 4-4410

512 BROADWAY E.
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Gifts & Apparel
1219 Madison -:- MA 3-3321
Just Three Blocks from Marycrest

|
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Lecture Planned
By Pi Mil Epsilon
Pi Mv Epsilon, the national
mathematics honorary, will
sponsor a lecture by Dr. Roger
Richardson of the U.W., who
Will speak on "n-dimensional
geometry." The lecture will be
Dec. 5 at 8 p.m. in Barman 401

and will be preceded by initiation of new members to the hon-

orary.
New members to be initiated
are: Paul Domres, Norm
Meyer, Mary Kay Owens, Allison Reed, and Lloyd Von Nor-

mann.
All interested persons are
vited to attend the meeting.

in-

Today is the last day to get
Registration Number for win-

Winston
FILTER-CIGARETTES

5

ter quarter.

WANT ADS
WANTED: Ride to California during Christmas. Call Cathie Curran, EA 5-5832.
,
THEME AND THESIS typing.
Electric typewriter. Mrs. Bruce
Rich. WE 7-2423.
room to rent. 3
FURNISHED
meals daily. Near Seattle U.
Call Mrs. Walker, EA 2-3580.

Serving Your
Auto Needs:

JOE
SHERIFF'S

RICHFIELD

" Alofor Tune Up
" Electrical
" Light Repair

Winston is America's
best-selling filter
cigarette because
Winston is America's
best-tasting filter
cigarette!

pure white, :
MODERN FILTER j

plus

-

FILTER BLEND up front

* Lubrication
9

Brakes

11th &E. Madison
Just across from Chieft^ir

CI9G2R- J- BejnoMsTobacco Company,

Wimton-Silcm, N. C.

